Abstract. A combinatorial criterium is given when a monadic quanti er is expressible by means of universe-independent monadic quanti ers of width n. It is proved that the corresponding hierarchy does not collapse. As an application, it is shown that the second resumption (or vectorization) of the H artig quanti er is not de nable by monadic quanti ers. The techniques rely on Ramsey theory.
Introduction
In 1957, Andrzej Mostowski introduced his concept of a generalized quanti er M] . Syntactically, the quanti ers that he studied behave just like the rst order ones, i.e., the quanti er introduction rule for a Mostowski quanti er is the same as for the existential one except that the symbol 9 is replaced by Q. The semantics of a logic with an adjoined quanti er Q was determined by the corresponding relation R on cardinals; thus Qx (x) is true in M, if and only if ( ; ) 2 R where is the number of elements satisfying, and not satisfying in M. Later on, Klaus H artig H a] proposed that a generalized quanti er may bind two or more variables. The particular quanti er of his interest was the equicardinality (or H artig) quanti er: M j = Ixy(U(x); V (y)) () U M = V M :
The notion of a generalized quanti er in its modern form is due to Per Lindstr om L1]. Whereas the quanti ers of Mostowski and H artig were about cardinal properties, Lindstr om realized that one can think of a quanti er Q as a means of asking if an interpretable structure belongs to the given model-class (a class of structures for a common vocabulary closed under isomorphism) K. This raised a natural question: Suppose Q is the vocabulary related to a generalized quanti er Q, i.e., K Str( Q ). How does Q restrict the expressive power of Q? I shall review only the latest development on this problem, referring to HL, Section 3] for a more complete account. The arity of the quanti er Q is ar(Q) = maxf n R j R 2 Q g where for each R 2 Q , n R is the arity of R. Lauri Hella He] showed that for every 0, the Magidor{Malitz quanti er Q n+1 is not de nable in the logic L 1! (Q n ) where Q n is the collection of all quanti ers of arity n, whence the quanti ers Q n form a strictly increasing hierarchy in expressive power. Oversimplifying, this means that the increase 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation: Primary 03C80; secondary 03C13, 05D10. 1 in arity (n = ar(Q n )) accounts for the increase in the expressive power. This line of thought can be pursued even further. The pattern of a quanti er Q is p Q : ! ! !; p Q (n) = jf R 2 Q j n R = n gj:
Hence, two quanti ers Q and Q 0 have the same pattern i there is a renaming %: Q ! Q 0.
In HLV], a linear order on patterns was de ned such that if p < p 0 , then there exists a quanti er Q 0 with p Q 0 = p 0 which is not de nable in L !! (Q p ) where Q p = f Q j p Q = p g; this result holds especially in the realm of nite structures.
What is lost when the hierarchy is re ned is that whereas Hella's methods provide us with a back-and-forth characterization for the elementary equivalence of L 1! (Q n ) (and L ! 1! (Q n )), the result concerning patterns is purely existential in nature and is simply based on cardinality arguments. A generalized quanti er Q is called monadic, if ar(Q) = 1, i.e, if it binds only one variable in each formula. The width of a quanti er Q is wd(Q) = j Q j, which is exactly the number of the formulas in which the quanti er binds variables. Restricting the attention to monadic quanti ers simpli es the de nability problems considerably, since structures for monadic vocabularies admit a lot of automorphisms and are classi able simply by cardinal invariants. Consequently, it is possible to obtain concrete methods which can be applied to known quanti ers. Luis Jaime Corredor C] considered cardinality quanti ers, or universe-independent monadic quanti ers of width one. He got a simple characterization as to when a cardinality quanti er Q is de nable by another cardinality quanti er Q 0 . His result can be used to show, e.g., that the divisibility quanti ers D n , n 2 N prime, are mutually non-de nable where M j = D n x U(x) () n j U M 2 !:
Kolaitis and V a an anen KV] proved, among other results on monadic quanti ers, that the H artig quanti er is not de nable in any L !! (Q) where Q is a set of monadic quantiers of width one. Since wd(I) = 2, this raises the natural question if, for every n 2 N , there is a monadic quanti er of width n+1 which is not de nable by means of monadic quanti ers of width n. In 1993, a rmative answers to this monadic hierarchy problem were provided independently and by di erent methods by Per Lindstr om L2], Jaroslav Ne set ril and Jouko V a an anen NV] and me. Lindstr om's cardinal argument was further developed in the aforementioned paper HLV]. Ne set ril and V a an anen solve the problem by judicious choice of a sequence of quanti ers. In this paper, I give a combinatorial characterization as to when a monadic quanti er is de nable by monadic quanti ers of width n 2 N . As in NV], some Ramsey theory is needed to show that the hierarchy does not collapse.
Most of the necessary combinatorial concepts and methods are presented in sections 2 and 3. This part of the text does not presuppose any knowledge of model theory and may well have independent interest of its own. The main result characterizing universeindependent monadic quanti ers of width n is presented in section 4. The last section contains an important application of the developed techniques; I show that the second 2 resumption (or vectorization) of the H artig quanti er is not de nable by means of any set of monadic quanti ers. Acknowledgements: I have had an opportunity to present the results of this paper in several occasions, for the rst time in London in November 1993. I thank my colleagues in Queen Mary and West eld College for their warm hospitability. I have discussed the subject with many people, among others the following: Dag Westerst ahl proposed the problem of the expressive power of the second resumption of the H artig quanti er, Marcin Mostowski took interest in the best formulation of the de nition of the relative rank, Jouko V a an anen's suggestion helped to simplify the proof of the main theorem and Jaroslav Ne set ril's comments made me check how strong combinatorial theorems are needed for the results. A also thank Lauri Hella who read through the manuscript and Martin Otto and Jurek Tyszkiewicz who showed how di erent kinds of cardinality arguments can be used to prove quanti er hierarchy results. The research was funded by the Emil Aaltonen Foundation and the Academy of Finland.
Relations and ranks
The set of natural numbers is denoted by ! or N, interchangeably. N is the set of positive integers and Zthe set of integers. As usual, k = f0; : : : ; k ? 1g for every k 2 !; this is used to shorten the notation. If f: A ! B is a function and C A, the image of C under f is denoted by f C] . A nite colouring means just a function with a nite range. A family (A i ) i2I is identi ed with the function f = f (i; A i ) j i 2 I g, i.e., the function f mapping every i 2 I to A i . We also follow the convention that A n = n A, so that every n-tuple a = (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ) is a function mapping the natural number i 2 n to a i . Therefore, it makes sense to use the notation a I = (a i ) i2I for subtuples.
The basic combinatorial concept of this paper, the rank of a relation, is introduced in this section. A relation R is simply a subset of some A n where A is a set and n 2 N . This n 2 N is called the arity of R. The objective is to rank the relations according to the relevant length of the tuples in R. More speci cally, suppose R is a xed relation and we want to determine if some a 2 A n belongs to R or not. In some instances, we can do it in the following way: We split the tuple a into subtuples a I 0 ; : : : ; a I m where m does not depend on a (see the gure below). We extract a nite amount of information from each of the subtuples; denote these pieces of information by c 0 ; : : : ; c m . If c = (c 0 ; : : : ; c m ) is enough to decide if a 2 R or not, it is fair to say that the relevant width of R is only at most maxfI 0 ; : : : ; I k g. The next de nition makes this idea rigourous.
2.1. De nition. Let R A n , n 2 N . The relation R is congruent with a function f with dom(f) = A n , if for all a; b 2 A n , we have that a 2 R and f( a) = f( b) imply b 2 R. Suppose (f J ) J2J is a family of functions such that for every J 2 J , it holds that dom(f J ) = J A. Then we use the notation r J2J f J for the function f which compiles this information, i.e., for the function f: I 
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In logical terms, a relation has rank at most k i R is de nable in some structure with only k-ary relations by a quanti er-free formula without equality. The reason for not adopting this logical de nition is twofold: On one hand, the modi ed concept of relative rank (to be de ned in the next section) does not admit such a simple logical form. On the other hand, from the point of view of quanti er theory, this discussion takes place in a higher level than the formulas of logics we are going to consider.
Some Thirdly, we notice that the rank of the relation is independent of the base set A. Indeed, is is enough to consider the case R A n B n . Assume R is congruent with = r I2 n] k I and = r J2 n] l J with nite colourings I : I A ! F I and J : J B ! G J , for I 2 n] k and J 2 n] l . Naturally, R is also congruent with A n , but A n = r J2 n] l( J J A). On the other hand, suppose c is a new colour, so especially c 6 2 S I2 n] k F I . De ne extensions I : I B ! F I fc g of colourings I so that I I and I I B r I A] = fc g, for I 2 n] k . Set = r I2 n] k I . Then for every a 2 B n , we have a 2 B n r A n i c is a component of ( a), which together with the fact that A n = implies that R is congruent with . All in all, if k is the rank of R as a relation on A and l the rank of R as the relation on B, respectively, then k = l.
2.2. Example. a) Let R = A B C 2 . Then the arity of R is two, but the rank is one. Indeed, choose 0 : C ! 2 to be the characteristic function of A and 1 : C ! 2 that of B, where for convenience, elements 0, 1 rather than singletons f0g, f1g are used as subscripts. Set : C C ! 2 2; (a; b) = ( 0 (a); 1 (b)); then for every (a; b) 2 C 2 , we have (a; b) 2 R i (a; b) = (1; 1). Consequently, r(R) = 1. and similarly r(S) r(R). c) We may assume l = r(S) m. Choose nite colourings J : J A ! F J , J 2 n] l such that S is congruent with = r J2 n] l J . Intuitively, we can decide if a tuple a 2 A m belongs to R or not by duplicating some of the components and adding some xed ones and then asking if the resulting tuple b = a 0 ( a g) belongs to S or not. But we can decide the latter question just by looking at l components simultaneously, and all of these components are either xed ones or occur already in a. To 
(S) r(T). Similarly, r(R) r(T).
This is about as far as we can go without using advanced combinatorics. In the sequel, we need the following well-known result in Ramsey theory, also called Gallai{ Witt theorem.
2.4. Multidimensional van der Waerden's Theorem. Wi] Suppose that : N n ! F (n 2 N ) is a nite colouring. Then for every k 2 N there are a 2 N n and d 2 N such that the set C = f a + d x j x 2 f0; : : : ; k ? 1g n g is monochromatic, i.e., is constant on C. 6 This result is an obvious generalization of the celebrated van der Waerden's theorem Wa], which corresponds to the case n = 1. For a reader interested in the proof of Multidimensional van der Waerden's Theorem, I mention that the theorem is an easy corollary of the Hales{Jewett theorem, the proof of which can be found in many textbooks and surveys (e.g., GRS, Chapter 2, Theorems 3 and 8] and G]).
As the rst application, we shall generalize Example 2.2.b and nd out that there are relations of arbitrary high ranks.
2.5. Proposition. Let n 2 N and f: N n ! N; f(x 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 ) = P i2n x i . Then r(f) = n + 1 (where the function f is, as in general, identi ed with its graph).
Proof. Assume for contradiction that r(f) 6 = n + 1, i.e., r(f) n. Consequently, there are nite colourings k : (n+1)rfkg N ! F k , for k 2 n + 1, such that (the graph of) f is for k 2 n. Hence, (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; P i2n a i ) = (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; ( P i2n a i ) + d), although (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; P i2n a i ) 2 f and (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; ( P i2n a i ) + d) 6 2 f, which is the desired contradiction.
It is of some combinatorial interest if strong theorems of Ramsey theory are really needed in this context. Interestingly enough, the argument of the previous proposition can be essentially reversed, i.e., r(f) = n + 1 implies van der Waerden's theorem for arithmetic progressions of length n + 1. Here is a sketch: Assuming r(f) = n + 1, one rst shows that every nite colouring : N n ! F has a homogeneous set of form f ag f a+d e k j k 2 n g where a 2 N n and d 2 Zrf0g. Given : N ! F, set : N n ! F, 7 (a 0 ; : : : ; a n ) = ( P i2n (i + 1)a i ) and we have the desired monochromatic arithmetic progression.
There is no regularity in the behaviour of the rank under projections.
2.6. Example. Consider the relation R = f (x; y; z; x + y + z; x + y) j x; y; z 2 N g N 5
and its projections S = f (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ) 2 N 4 j 9x 4 2 N ((x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x 4 ) 2 R) g, T = f (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 N 3 j 9x 3 ; x 4 2 N ((x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x 4 ) 2 R) g and U = f (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 4 ) 2 N 3 j 9x 2 ; x 3 2 N ((x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x 4 ) 2 R) g. Obviously, S = f (x; y; z; x + y + z) j x; y; z 2 N g, T = N 3 and U = f (x; y; x+y) j x; y 2 N g so by preceding proposition we have r(S) = 4, r(T) = 1 and r(U) = 3. On one hand, we have R = f x 2 N 5 j x f 2 U g \ f x 2 N 5 j x g 2 U g where f = f(0; 0); (1; 1); (2; 4)g and g = f(0; 2); (1; 4); (2; 3)g so by Proposition 2.3, r(R) r(U). On the other hand, another application of Proposition 2.3 shows r(U) r(R) so that r(R) = r(U) = 3. So the rank may increase, decrease or remain the same under projections.
Ranks relative to monoids
We have seen that the notion of rank is a reasonable notion in combinatorics per se. For the model-theoretic purposes at hand, we still need another variant, which in the case of in nite cardinal arithmetic reduces to the original one.
3.1. De nition. Let hM; +i be a commutative monoid, n 2 N and R M n . For any disjoint family U = (U i ) i2I of subsets of n and a = (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ) 2 M n , denote s( a; U) = ( P j2U i a j ) i2I . For every l 2 ! with 1 l n, let U n;l be the set of sequences U = (U 0 ; : : : ; U l?1 ) of disjoint subsets of n. Then the rank of R relative to hM; +i, in symbols r + (R), is the least l 2 !, 1 l n, for which the following holds: There are nite colourings U : M l ! F U , for U 2 U n;l , such that R is congruent with the colouring : M n ! Q U2U n;l F U , a = ? U ( s( a; U)) U2U n;l . The function is denoted by r + U2U n;l U . Many of the remarks to the original rank apply to the relative notion as well. Thus, we can increase l up to n and still nd the colourings U , U 2 U n;l , of the de nition. Secondly, if hN; +i is a commutative monoid such that hM; +i is a submonoid of hN; +i, then the rank of R relative to hM; +i is the same as relative to hN; +i. This justi es the notation r + (R).
In the applications M will always be a set of cardinals and negative integers. Since certain translations need to be be allowed, it is usually assumed that N M or Z M. Note that if a set of cardinals and integers satis es either of these conditions, then it is automatically a monoid when endowed with the addition where n = when is an in nite cardinal and n 2 Z. Besides that, these conditions ensure that the sum over the empty set has its intended meaning as 0 is then the neutral element. 8 3.2. Example. a) Let C = f0g f @ n j n 2 ! g and A = f @ 2n j n 2 ! g. Consider the relation R = f ( ; ) 2 C 2 j 2 A g. Note that U 2;1 = f( ); (f0g); (f1g); (f0; 1g)g, but the rst element corresponds to a redundant case, so to prove r (R) = 1 it is necessary and su cient to nd nite colourings i : C ! F i , i 2 3, such that R is congruent with : C 2 ! F 0 F 1 F 2 , ( ; ) = ( 0 ( ); 1 ( ); 2 ( )). Now let 0 ; 1 be constant functions C ! 1 and 2 : C ! 2 the characteristic function of A; then for every ( ; ) 2 C 2 , ( ; ) = (0; 0; 1) i ( ; ) 2 R. Hence, r (R) = 1. On the other hand, in the ordinary rank we are not allowed to make use of the knowledge about although (a; a) 2 and (a; a + 2d) 6 2 .
The relative rank has most of the properties of the basic rank; for the sake of completeness we repeat them here. Observe the di erence in the case c and the new and natural case f. Proof. The proofs of cases a, b and e are almost verbatim the same as for the normal rank, so they are omitted. The proof of b actually uses case f, so let us start with that.
f) Let l = r(R). Basically all we have to do is to show that when relative rank is concerned we can encode more information than in the case of normal rank. Let l = r(R). By de nition, there are nite colourings S : S C ! F S , S 2 n] l , such that R is congruent with = r S2 n] l S . If U 2 U n;l is of form U = (fu 0 g; : : : ; fu l?1 g) and S = fu 0 ; : : : ; u l?1 g, it is easy to nd U : M l ! F S such that for every a 2 M m , we have U ( s( a; U)) = S ( a S). For other U 2 U n;l , let U : C l ! 1 be the constant function. Obviously, R is congruent with = r + U2U m;l U , too. c) Let l = r + (S). In e ect, in this case the variables are re-grouped into a se- When the plain rank is concerned, it is clear that isomorphic relations have the same rank. The situation is similar for the relative rank, but the isomorphism must preserve the algebraic structure, too, i.e., if hM; R; +i = hM 0 ; R 0 ; + 0 i, then r + (R) = r + 0(R 0 ). The following proposition shows that the relative rank is preserved under weaker assumptions.
3.4. Proposition. Let hM; +i be a commutative monoid, R M n be a relation and a 2 M n . Denote R 0 = f c 2 M n j c + a 2 R g where + stands for vector addition.
Then r + (R 0 ) r + (R). Moreover, if a has got an inverse, then r + (R) = r + (R 0 ).
Proof. We may assume that R is non-empty. Consider the 2n-ary relation R = f a^ c j c 2 R 0 g. Since R can be represented as a Cartesian product R = f c 1^ c 2 j c 1 2 f ag; c 2 2 R 0 g, Proposition 3.3.e implies r + (R ) = maxfr + (f ag); r + (R 0 )g = maxf1; r + (R 0 )g = r + (R 0 ). Let us apply case c of the same proposition when U = (fi; i + ng) i2n . Then for every c 2 M n , we have s( a^ c; U) = c + a, and, consequently, R = S \ T where S = f d 2 M 2n j d n = a g and T = f d 2 M 2n j s( d; U) 2 R g.
Hence, r + (R 0 ) = r + (R ) maxfr + (S); r + (T)g = maxf1; r + (R)g = r + (R). If a has got an inverse, say b 2 M n , then R = f c 2 M n j c + b 2 R 0 g, so that r + (R) r + (R 0 ), too.
3.5. Theorem. Let R C n be a relation where C is an in nite set of cardinals such that C \ ! = f0g. Then r(R) maxfr (R); 2g. In particular, if r (R) > 1, then r(R) = r (R).
Proof. Let P be the set of pre-linear orders on n. For P 2 P, set S P = f ( 0 ; : : : ; n?1 ) 2 C n j 8i; j 2 n ? i j () (i; j) 2 P g; so in e ect, we are going to partition R according to the order of components in the tuple 2 C n .
Let us x P 2 P for a moment. By Proposition 2.3, we have r(S P ) 2. The point of the proof is that, inside S P , all the relevant cardinal sums trivialize to projections to one component in the sense that, for U 2 P (n), we can choose i(U) 2 U, namely any P-maximal element of U, such that for every = ( 0 ; : : : ; n?1 ) 2 S P , we have i2U i = max i2U i = i(U) . Denote l = r (R\S P ). Choose nite colourings U : C l ! F U , U 2 U n;l , so that R\S P is congruent with = r + U2U n;l U . Then for every U 2 U n;l there exists, by our previous observation, a set I(U) 2 n] l and a function 0 U i(U) C ! F U such that for every 2 S P , it holds that U ( s( ; U)) = 0 U ( I(U)). We can re-group the information that the colourings U give us by setting U(I) = f U 2 U n;l j I(U) = I g and I : I C ! Q U2U(I) F U , I ( ) = ? 0 U ( ) U2U(I) , for I 2 n] l . Consider = r I2 n] l I . Then for every ; 2 S P , 2 R and 6 2 R, we have that ( ) 6 = ( ). The function itself might not be congruent with R \ S P , but the argument shows that there is a relation R P C n such that r(R P ) l and R \ S P = R P \ S P .
Altogether, we have R = S P2P (S P \ R), as S P2P S P = C n , and r(R) max P2P r(R \ S P ) = max P2P r(R P \ S P ) max P2P maxfr(R P ); r(S P )g max P2P maxfr (R \ S P ); 2g maxfr (R); 2g:
The assumption that C \! = f0g was actually merely technical. It means that the neutral element of the monoid hC; i is really 0, so that when we apply the result in the model-theoretic context, the sum over the empty has its intended meaning.
Reducing quanti ers to relations
In this section it is shown how relations and ranks relate to generalized quanti ers. This involves the following kind of reduction: For any structure for a nite monadic vocabulary , there is a tuple of cardinal invariants which describes the structure up to isomorphism. Therefore, any generalized quanti er with this vocabulary can be reduced to a relation on cardinals. The theorems of this section will show the usefulness of this reduction. Indeed, we shall see that an increase in the rank of a relation corresponds to an increase in the expressive power of the related quanti er.
By de nition, a generalized quanti er is only a name for a class of structures K Q Str( Q ) closed under isomorphism such that Q is a relational vocabulary. K Q is called where the interpreted structure F(A) has the universe kF(A)k = kAk and for every R 2 Q , it holds that R F(A) = A R = f a 2 kAk j x R j j A j = R a] g.
To make a distinction between quanti ers of nite and in nite vocabularies, a quanti er with a nite vocabulary is called a Lindstr om quanti er. The arity of the quanti er Q is supf n R j R 2 Q g where n R is the arity of R, for each R 2 Q . The width of Q is wd(Q) = j Q j. Q is monadic, if it is of arity one, and simple, if it is of width one. Q is called universe-independent, if we have A 2 K Q i B 2 K Q whenever A; B 2 Str( Q ) are such that for every R 2 Q , it holds that R A = R B .
If Q is a set of quanti ers, L !! (Q) is the smallest logic closed under rst order construction rules and every Q-introduction rule where Q 2 Q. L 1! (Q) is de ned similarly, but also closure under arbitrary disjunctions is required. Hence, the monadic dimension of the Rescher quanti er is two. A similar analysis shows that mdim(I) = 2, too.
Observe that in general, for every 2 k -ary relation R on a set of cardinals C with 0 6 2 R and k 2 N , there exists a monadic Lindstr om quanti er Q such that R(Q; C) = 13 then Q can be chosen to be universe-independent. This simple fact that there is a close connection between (binary logarithm of) arity of a relation and width of a quanti er will be important in the sequel, when it will be shown that there is a similar connection between de nability of a quanti er Q by means of quanti ers of xed width, and its monadic dimension mdim(Q). I shall utilize a generalized quanti er elimination result for monadic vocabularies, which is well-known among quanti er specialists. It holds and can be formulated for Lindstr om quanti ers in general, but for simplicity, it will be stated only for monadic quanti ers. The use of quanti er elimination simpli es my original proof and was suggested by Jouko V a an anen.
We need to de ne the basic formulas for the monadic Lindstr om quanti er elimination. Let be a nite monadic vocabulary and Q a monadic Lindstr om quanti er with k = wd(Q). Then ? Q ( ; 0) is the set of sentences of the following form: The choice of the sentences above reveals the point of the quanti er elimination: If we put a bound on the number of variables used in the formulas (m in the de nition of ?(Q; ; m)), then, for every A 2 Str( ) and Lindstr om quanti er Q with vocabulary Q , there are only nitely many Q -structures that we can interpret within the structure A, even if we may use parameters.
The step where monadicity of vocabulary is used is extracted in the following lemma.
4.3. Lemma. Let be a nite monadic vocabulary. Let (x; y), y = (y 0 ; : : : ; y m?1 ), m 2 !, be a quanti er-free -formula and ( y) a complete quanti er-free -formula. Proof. We may assume is consistent. Let A 2 Str( ) be such that for every % , it holds that c A (%) = !. Choose an m-tuple a so that A j = a]. As is monadic, every nite partial isomorphism from A to A (and especially one that xes a) can be extended to an automorhism of A. Considering the de nable relation A a], this means that there is a quanti er-free -formula #( This clearly holds for atomic formulas, and the induction steps for negation and conjunction are trivial. However, note that on one hand, is a formula of L, so that in nite conjunctions may occur in it, but on the other hand, the quanti er-free # can always be chosen from L !! , so that in nite conjunctions collapse to nite ones. Let = Q rg( y) and F: Str( ) ! Str( Q ) the interpretation corresponding to the subformula = Q(x S # S (x S ; y)) S2 Q , i.e., for every hA; ai 2 Str( ) and S 2 Q , we have S F(hA; ai) = # S A , and as a result, A j = a] i F(hA; ai) 2 K Q . Moreover, let n = j j and k = wd(Q).
Let us x A 2 Str( ), a = (a 0 ; : : : ; a m?1 ) 2 kAk m with A j = a] and M = F(hA; ai) 2 Str( ) for this paragraph. It is to be understood, however, that the choices and statements which are made are in fact independent of these particular structures.
For instance, since every # S , S 2 Q , is quanti er-free, there are r 0 (S) P( ), for S 2 Q , independent of A, such that # On the other hand, the preceding discussion shows that A j = a] () s( ; U) n 2 R(Q; C):
Hence, R ( ; C) = R \ R (:9 ( y); C) where R = f 2 C 2 n r f 0g j s( ; U) n 2 R(Q; C) g: Recall the remark after the denition of the relative rank to the e ect that the rank is independent of the commutative monoid in regard. So we can as well count the ranks relative to the monoid hM; i = hC Z; i. Let S = f 2 M 2 k j n 2 R(Q; C) g and T = f 2 M 2 n j s( ; U) 2 S g, then R = T \ (C 2 n r f 0g) and by Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, r (R) maxfr (T); r (C 2 n r f 0g)g = maxfr (T); 1g = r (T) r (S) r (R) r (R(Q; C)) = mdim C (Q):
On the other hand, it is easy to nd natural numbers l i 2 2 n so that R (:9 y ( y); C) = i22 n f ( 0 ; : : : ; 2 n ?1 ) 2 C 2 n j u i l i g which means that R (:9 y ( y); C) is a Boolean combination of relations of relative rank one. Hence, r (R (:9 y ( y); C)) = 1 and r (R ( ; C)) maxfr (R); 1g mdim C (Q):
The value of the main theorem would be severely restricted, if the hierarchy of ranks collapsed, i.e., if there were an upper bound for all the relative ranks of relations. With aid of Proposition 2.5 it can be shown that the hierarchy is proper. For all ordinals , let ind(@ ) = .
4.6. Example. Let C = f0g f @ i j i 2 ! g and for every n 2 !, let S n be a monadic quanti er such that R(S n ; C) = f ( 0 ; : : : ; m?1 ) 2 (C r 
where m 2 ! is the least natural number such that m > n and m = 2 k for some k 2 !. Denote f n j 2 R(S n ; C) g by R n . By Theorem 3.5, the relative rank coincides with the plain one in this case, so that mdim C (S n ) = r (R n ) = r(R n ): Let f: C ! ! + 1; f( ) = ind( ); if 6 = 0 !; for = 0.
Then f: hC; R n i = h! + 1; R 0 n i where R 0 n = f (a o ; : : : ; a n ) 2 ! n j P i2n a i = a n g, which is exactly the same as in the Proposition 2.5. Hence, mdim C (S n ) = n + 1 and by the main theorem, S n is not de nable in the logic L ! 1! (f S m j m 2 n g), nor in any L ! 1! (Q) where Q contains monadic Lindstr om quanti ers of width less than log 2 (n+1), because for such Q 2 Q, we have mdim C (Q) 2 wd(Q) < n + 1 = mdim C (S n ).
In a sense, Theorem 4.5 can be reversed. The resulting theorem does not seem to have any applications, but it is certainly of theoretical value, since it ful ls the goal of establishing that the syntactical concept of width of a quanti er has a close semantical companion, the monadic dimension.
At this point I would like to thank Marcin Mostowski for discussions which helped me to choose a right kind of de nition for the relative rank. 4.7. Theorem. Let Q be a monadic Lindstr om quanti er with vocabulary , C ! a set of cardinals and k 2 N . Suppose that mdim C (Q) < 2 k . Then there is a nite set of monadic Lindstr om quanti ers Q of width k and ' 2 L !! (Q) ] such that R(Q; C) = R ('; C).
Proof. Fix a monadic relational vocabulary of cardinality k. Denote R = R(Q; C), l = mdim C (Q) = r (R) < 2 k and n = 2 wd(Q) . By de nition, there are nite colourings U : C l ! F U , U 2 U n;l , such that R is congruent with = r + U2U n;l U . Recall that by convention, f ( ) = 2 k ? 1. For every U 2 U n;l and colour c 2 F U , there exists, as pointed out in discussion after Example 4.2, a monadic Lindstr om quanti er Q U;c with vocabulary such that R(Q U;c ; C) = f 2 C 2 k j U ( l) = c; 6 = 0 g: Set Q U = f Q U;c j c 2 F U g and Q = S U2U n;l Q U .
Let U = (U 0 ; : : : ; U l?1 ) 2 U n;l and c 2 F U . Each index j 2 n = 2 j j refers to an automorphism type of . Hence, for each i 2 l, U i n corresponds to the formula
The sequence U serves as one kind of book-keeping for identi cation of automorphism types in order to build up a structure with less relations, i.e., in the transformation from a -structure to -structure. For every S 2 , let S (x) = _ f i (x) j i 2 l; S 2 f ?1 (i) g and let ' U;c = Q U;c ( x S S (x)) S2 :
Then it is easy to check that if A 2 Str( ) and = c A f ?1 2 C n , then A j = ' U; c () U ( s( ; U)) = c:
(recall the notation from Section 3 and especially that families are thought of as mappings so that c(U) makes sense). Then A 2 K Q i 2 R (where is as above) i ( ) 2 R] i there exists c 2 R] so that for all U 2 U n;l , we have U ( s( ; U)) = c(U), or equivalently A j = ' U; c(U) . This is equivalent to A j = '. Hence R(Q; C) = R ('; C).
The resumption of the H artig quanti er
Evidently, the Main Theorem in the previous section is useful for showing inexpressibility results among monadic quanti ers. What is more interesting is that it can also be applied to proving that some non-unary quanti ers are not de nable by means of any nite set of monadic Lindstr om quanti ers. Indeed, suppose L = L ! 1! (Q) is generated by a nite set Q of monadic Lindstr om quanti ers and L 0 = L !! (Q) where Q is non-unary. Then it might happen that there is no bound for the relative rank of the relations corresponding to sentences L 0 , which would imply the desired non-de nability result. I am going to apply this idea to the speci c example Q = I (2) , which is the second resumption of the H artig quanti er I. This gives a partial a rmative answer to a conjecture by Dag Westerst ahl We, Section 2.3]. Let us start with de ning the relevant notions. Note that an n th resumption of Q clearly exists and is unique up to renaming of symbols in . This makes it reasonable to denote some chosen n th resumption of the H artig quanti er I by I (n) . The semantics of the quanti er I (n) is deceptively simple:
A j = I (n) x y(U( x); V ( y)) i U A = V A where U and V are n-ary relation symbols, A 2 Str(fU; V g) and x and y are n-tuples rather than single variables.
Before we proceed to show that I (2) is not de nable by nitely many monadic Lindstr om quanti ers, let us discuss the di culty of the task. The solution seems to require dealing with nite cardinals. Indeed, if R is a binary relation with projections where Q 0 is the quanti er "there exist in nitely many". Secondly, one might wonder, if the problem could be solved using model-theoretic games. In speci c, there is a successful tool called bijective games developed by Lauri Hella (see He1] , He2] or also HL]; a natural predecessor is V]), which is a variant of Ehrenfeucht{Fra ss e game for rst order logic. The elementary equivalence of the logic L k 1! (M) with the set of all monadic quanti ers M can be characterized by a (1; k)-bijective game. Unfortunately, there is a sentence of L ! 1! (C) de ning I (2) among nite structures where C = f 9 n j n 2 ! g is the set of counting quanti ers. Observe that mdim(9 n ) = 1 for every n 2 ! so that restricting attention to nite sets of quanti ers is inevitable.
Proceeding with our original course, let R c = f x 2 ! n j c x = 0 g; 20 for every c 2 Q n with n 2 N ( c x denotes the ordinary scalar product). The plan is to show that these relations correspond to sentences of L ! 1! (I (2) ) and give rise to a hierarchy with respect to the relative rank. Note that the relations R c include the relations dealt with in Proposition 2.5, but also that if c 2 f?1; 0; 1g n , as was the case there, then r (R c ) = 2. So the hierarchy of Proposition 2.5 collapses when we consider relative rank (cf. 4.6, though), and the latter task amounts to nding right kind of parameters c and is combinatorially rather involved. On the other hand, the rst task is easily ful lled.
5.2. Lemma. Let c = (c 0 ; : : : ; c n?1 ) 2 Q n where n = 2 k for some k 2 N . Then there exists ' c 2 L !! (I (2) ) ] with a monadic vocabulary such that the symmetric di erence R (' c ; !) R c is nite.
